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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

DALLAS DIVISION 
 
   TRANS-TEXAS TIRE, LLC, a Texas  
Limited Liability Company 

 
Plaintiff, 

 
v. 

 
TIANJIN WANDA TYRE GROUP CO.,  
LTD., a Chinese Corporation, ZHANG 
GUANGHUI, and LI XUE YONG, 
 

Defendants. 
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PLAINTIFF’S ORIGINAL COMPLAINT  
 
 

 
Plaintiff Trans-Texas Tire, LLC (“Trans-Texas” or “Plaintiff”) brings this Original 

Complaint against Defendants Tianjin Wanda Tyre Group Co., Ltd., (“Wanda”), Zhang 

Guanghui (“Zhang”), and Li Xue Yong (“Li”) (collectively “Defendants”) and would re-

spectfully show the Court as follows: 

I. 
PARTIES 

1. Trans-Texas Tire, LLC is a limited liability company organized under the 

laws of the State of Texas. Trans-Texas maintains its principal place of business in 

Mount Pleasant, Titus County, Texas.  

2. Tianjin Wanda Tyre Group Co., Ltd. is a foreign corporation organized un-

der the laws of the People’s Republic of China. Wanda maintains its principal place of 

business in Tianjin, People’s Republic of China. The People’s Republic of China is a 
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signatory to the Hague Convention on Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Doc-

uments in Civil and Commercial Matters (the “Hague Convention”). Therefore, Wanda 

may be served with process in any manner permitted under the Hague Convention in 

accordance with the law of the People’s Republic of China, or in such other manner 

permitted by the law of the People’s Republic of China as may be permissible under the 

Hague Convention. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(1), (h)(2).  A Request for Service Abroad of Ju-

dicial or Extrajudicial Documents and the required documents and information to effect 

service under the Hague Convention are in the process of being prepared and will be 

submitted separately.   

3. Zhang Guanghui is a natural person. Zhang is a citizen of and domiciled in 

the People’s Republic of China. The People’s Republic of China is a signatory to the 

Hague Convention. Therefore, Zhang may be served with process in any manner per-

mitted under the Hague Convention in accordance with the law of the People’s Republic 

of China, or in such other manner permitted by the law of the People’s Republic of Chi-

na as may be permissible under the Hague Convention. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(1).  A Re-

quest for Service Abroad of Judicial or Extrajudicial Documents and the required docu-

ments and information to effect service under the Hague Convention are in the process 

of being prepared and being submitted separately. Because Zhang is known to travel to 

Texas, Zhang may also be served process by delivery of same to her wherever she 

may be found in Texas.  

4. Li Xue Yong is a natural person. Li is a citizen of and domiciled in the 

People’s Republic of China. The People’s Republic of China is a signatory to the 

Hague. Therefore, Li may be served with process in any manner permitted under the 
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Hague Convention in accordance with the law of the People’s Republic of China, or in 

such other manner permitted by the law of the People’s Republic of China as may be 

permissible under the Hague Convention. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(1).  A Request for Service 

Abroad of Judicial or Extrajudicial Documents and the required documents and infor-

mation to effect service under the Hague Convention are in the process of being pre-

pared and being submitted separately.  Because Li is known to travel to Texas, Li may 

also be served process by delivery of same on him wherever he may be found in Texas. 

II. 
JURISDICTION  

A. Personal Jurisdiction 

5. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Wanda because the actions of its 

officers, employees, agents, and representatives acting in their official capacity on be-

half of Wanda, as set forth below, establish minimum contacts with Texas and place 

Wanda within the reach of the federal and state long-arm statutes, which reach the lim-

its of constitutionally permitted jurisdiction. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(k)(1)(A); Tex. Civ. Prac. & 

Rem. Code §§ 17.041, et seq. As set forth above, service of process is authorized on 

Wanda in the People’s Republic of China under the Hague Convention. Fed. R. Civ. P. 

4(f)(1), 4(h)(2).  

6. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Zhang because her actions, as 

set forth below, establish minimum contacts with Texas and place Zhang within the 

reach of the federal and state long-arm statutes, which reach the limits of constitutional-

ly permitted jurisdiction. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(k)(1)(A); Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code §§ 

17.041, et seq. As set forth above, service of process is authorized on Zhang in the 

People’s Republic of China under the Hague Convention. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(1).  
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7. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Li because his actions, as set 

forth below, establish minimum contacts with Texas and place Li within the reach of the 

federal and state long-arm statutes, which reach the limits of constitutionally permitted 

jurisdiction. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(k)(1)(A); Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code §§ 17.041, et seq. 

As set forth above, service of process is authorized on Li in the People’s Republic of 

China under the Hague Convention. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(1).  

8.  This Court has specific jurisdiction over Defendants Wanda, Zhang, and 

Li because Defendants have purposefully availed themselves of the benefits and pro-

tections of the laws of Texas by conducting business in Texas. In particular and as set 

forth in further detail below, Wanda has entered into contractual relationships with a 

Texas company, offered for sale and sold its products to a Texas company, manufac-

tured and sold products knowing they would be used and sold in Texas, sought and re-

ceived payment from a Texas company, and Wanda’s officers, employees, agents, and 

representatives, including Zhang and Li, have traveled on multiple occasions to Texas, 

including to this District, as recently as March 2014 to conduct business with Trans-

Texas in this District and at its corporate headquarters in Mount Pleasant, Texas, in re-

lation to the subject matter of this case.  

9. The Court’s assumption of jurisdiction over Defendants will not offend tra-

ditional notions of fair play and substantial justice and will be consistent with the consti-

tutional requirements of due process because Defendants have sought out financial 

benefit from and contracted with a Texas company with its principal place of business in 

Texas and could reasonably expect to be subjected to jurisdiction in Texas as a result. 
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B. Subject Matter Jurisdiction 

10.  This Court has alienage subject matter jurisdiction over this suit under 28 

U.S.C. § 1332(a)(2) because this is a civil action between a citizen of a state and citi-

zens of a foreign state.  

11. Plaintiff Trans-Texas is citizen of Texas. It is limited liability company with 

its principal place of business in Mount Pleasant, Titus County, Texas. Its only members 

are Amanda Lee Walker and Richard Edwin Walker, II, who are both natural persons 

and are citizens of Texas domiciled in Texas.  

12. Defendant Wanda is a citizen of is the People’s Republic of China. It is a 

foreign corporation organized under the laws of the People’s Republic of China. Wanda 

maintains its principal place of business in Tianjin, People’s Republic of China. 

13. Defendant Zhang is a natural person who resides in the People’s Republic 

of China, is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States, and is 

thus a citizen of the People’s Republic of China.  

14. Defendant Li is a natural person who resides in the People’s Republic of 

China, is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States, and is thus 

a citizen of the People’s Republic of China. 

15. The amount in controversy exceeds $75,000, excluding interest and costs, 

because, as set forth below, this case involves property valued at over $500,000. 

III. 
VENUE 

16. Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(3) because all 

Defendants are not resident in the United States and all Defendants subject to the 

court’s personal jurisdiction with respect to this action, as stated above. Because De-
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fendants are not resident in the United States, they may be sued in any judicial district. 

28 U.S.C. §1391(c)(2).  

IV. 
FACTS 

A. Trans-Texas’s Tire Business in China 

17. Trans-Texas is a family-run business headquartered in Mount Pleasant, 

Texas. Trans-Texas is successor-in-interest to two related entities: Trans-Texas, Inc., 

and Trans-Texas Tire of Mt. Pleasant, Inc.  

18. Trans-Texas is one of the largest distributors and wholesalers of wheels 

and tires for trailers in North America.  

19. Trans-Texas sources and imports many of its wheels and tires from China, 

where it has developed relationships and established business arrangements with vari-

ous Chinese tire manufacturers.  

20. As part of its tire import business, Trans-Texas has purchased or had pro-

duced for it a number of molds used in the production of tires of multiple types, patterns, 

and sizes. The manufacturers Trans-Texas has done business with produce tires under 

Trans-Texas’s own trademarked “Taskmaster” brand name as well as other Trans-

Texas trademarked names, including “Jaxxon” and “Premium Trailer.” The Chinese 

manufacturers use the tire molds owned or created for Trans-Texas to produce both 

Trans-Texas brand-name tires and other tires of various brands. 

B. Trans-Texas Establishes Its Relationship with Wanda – The 2008 Agree-
ment 

21. Wanda is Chinese corporation established in 1988. Wanda manufactures 

tires for bicycles, motorcycles, trucks, trailers, and other specialty uses.  
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22. Zhang is an employee of Wanda and was one of the main points of con-

tact between Trans-Texas and Wanda during their business relationship from 2008 to 

2014. Zhang traveled to Texas on several occasions to do business with Trans-Texas.  

23. Li is an employee of Wanda and serves as its export manager. Li traveled 

to Texas on several occasions to do business with Trans-Texas. 

24. In late 2007, Trans-Texas learned that one of its tire sources was ceasing 

production of a trailer tire Trans-Texas frequently purchased. Trans-Texas, through its 

representative in China, Jun Qu, located Wanda as a replacement source for tires for 

Trans-Texas and its customers.  

25. During late 2007 and early 2008, Trans-Texas negotiated with Wanda dur-

ing trips to China and from its Texas office to establish pricing and terms for purchasing 

tires.  

26. In March 2008, Wanda and Trans-Texas reached a written agreement out-

lining the terms of the business relationship (the “2008 Agreement”). A true and correct 

copy of the March 2008 agreement between Wanda and Trans-Texas is attached as 

Exhibit A.  

27. As part of the 2008 Agreement with Wanda, Wanda agreed to develop 28 

molds for a “H190” ST tire pattern in several sizes. Trans-Texas would pay for and 

maintain full ownership over the molds. Wanda would have the right to produce tires 

from those molds, but only for purchase and use by Trans-Texas or as Trans-Texas di-

rected. (See Ex. A.) 

28. The H190 molds developed under the 2008 Agreement are “valley-type” 

tire molds, which are more expensive than traditional molds because they allow for easy 
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substitution of the brand name on the sidewall of the tire. The H190 pattern molds were 

based on a different mold pattern used by Wanda. Trans-Texas modified the other 

molds with its own unique design to create the H190. Trans-Texas’s H190 design allows 

the manufacturer (in this case, Wanda) to seamlessly interchange the sidewall name 

plates on the tire molds, whereas the previous mold pattern left blemishes on the tire 

around the interchangeable name plate. Trans-Texas’s H190 molds can thus produce 

tires with the same tread patterns and characteristics under multiple brand names by 

substituting the name plate but without leaving any indication on the tire itself.   

29. Trans-Texas paid Wanda $85,800 for the 28 H190 molds in two equal in-

stallments in March and May 2008. True and correct copies of the invoice from Wanda 

(Invoice No. WD-TRANS001) and the payments by wire transfers from Trans-Texas to 

Wanda for the molds are attached as Exhibit B.  

30. To date, these 28 H190 molds remain at Wanda’s factory in China.  

C. Purchase of Other Trans-Texas Molds at Wanda 

31. After the initial purchase of the 28 molds under the 2008 Agreement, from 

June 2008 to April 2010, Trans-Texas ordered from its Texas office and Wanda devel-

oped an additional 21 H190 molds for Trans-Texas to use to increase production capac-

ity of H190-pattern tires to meet the growing demand of Trans-Texas and its customers.  

32. Wanda sent invoices to Trans-Texas at its Texas corporate office for the 

21 additional molds. True and correct copies of the commercial invoices from Wanda to 

Trans-Texas for these molds (Invoice Nos. WD-TRANS002, WD-TRANS003, WD-

TRANS004, WD-TRANS006, WD-TRANS007, WD-TRANS008, WD-10TTT01) are at-

tached as Exhibit C. 
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33. Trans-Texas paid Wanda the full invoiced amount for the additional 21 

molds. True and correct copies of wire payments from Trans-Texas to Wanda and re-

ceipts for payment for the additional 21 molds are attached as Exhibit D. 

34. In total, Trans-Texas has purchased and paid full value for 49 H190 

molds. To this day, upon information and belief, Wanda has in its possession at its fac-

tory in China all 49 H190-pattern molds. The value of Trans-Texas’s H190 molds is 

$212,573.53. A true and correct copy of an invoice sent from Trans-Texas to Wanda 

identifying Trans-Texas’s 49 H190 molds (along with other molds transferred to Wanda, 

discussed below) and their respective value is attached as Exhibit E.  

35. From March 2008 through early 2014, Wanda produced many thousands 

of tires using Trans-Texas’s H190 molds under several brand names. Trans-Texas or its 

designated customers purchased these tires, and Wanda direct-shipped them to Trans-

Texas’s warehouses in Texas and elsewhere in the United States.  

D. Transfer of Other Tire Molds to Wanda 

36. Following the success of their business relationship after the 2008 Agree-

ment, over the next several years Trans-Texas transferred to Wanda a number of other 

tire molds it owned and had been using to produce tires at other tire manufacturers in 

China. Discussions relating to these molds transfers and the order to transfer the molds 

to Wanda emanated from Trans-Texas’s corporate office in Mount Pleasant, Texas.   

37. Trans-Texas owned these molds at the time of their transfer to Wanda. 

Trans-Texas transferred them to Wanda to increase production capacity of tires for 

Trans-Texas at Wanda’s factory. Trans-Texas did not transfer ownership of the molds to 
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Wanda. Trans-Texas did not give Wanda consent to use the molds it transferred to pro-

duce tires for sale to anyone other than Trans-Texas, except as specified in writing. 

38. In total, Trans-Texas transferred 77 molds from other factories to Wanda 

(the “Transferred Molds”). The value of Trans-Texas’s Transferred Molds is 

$372,432.99. A description of Trans-Texas’s Transferred Molds, along with the value, is 

included in the invoice attached as Exhibit E.  

39. Together with the 49 H190 molds and the 77 Transferred Molds, Wanda is 

in possession at its factory in Tianjin, China, of 126 tire molds belonging to Trans-Texas 

(referred to collectively as “Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds”), which are valued at 

$585,006.52. A description of these molds, the quantity, and value is in Exhibit E.   

E. 2011 Brand Authorization to Wanda 

40. In conjunction with their ongoing business relationship and Wanda’s use 

of Trans-Texas’s H190 molds and Transferred Molds, in January 2011, Trans-Texas 

authorized Wanda to manufacture tires bearing brand names owned and trademarked 

by Trans-Texas. A true and correct copy of the “2011 Brand Authorization” letter from 

Trans-Texas to Wanda is attached as Exhibit F.  

41. The 2011 Brand Authorization only authorizes Wanda to produce tires un-

der the brand names “Taskmaster,” “Jaxxon,” and “Premium Trailer” for sale to Trans-

Texas or other companies Trans-Texas specifically authorizes. The 2011 Brand Author-

ization identifies these authorized companies as: Hooper Tire, Axis Industrial, Hender-

son Tire and Wheel, or wholly-owned Trans-Texas locations.  

42. In January 2011, around the same time as the 2011 Brand Authorization, 

Li and Zhang traveled to Trans-Texas’s corporate office in Mount Pleasant, Texas, to 
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discuss ongoing business between Wanda and Trans-Texas relating to the tire industry. 

This included a discussion of new molds that Trans-Texas was transferring to Wanda 

for use in the production of tires for Trans-Texas.  

F. End of Wanda Relationship 

43. In 2012, after several years of successful business together, the relation-

ship between Wanda and Trans-Texas became strained when Trans-Texas learned that 

Wanda was conducting business with competitors of Trans-Texas in secret and to 

Trans-Texas’s detriment.   

44. Despite Trans-Texas’s attempts to mend the relationship and continue 

business with Wanda, the relationship did not improve. In early-2014, Trans-Texas in-

formed Wanda that it would discontinue purchasing tires on a regular basis from Wan-

da.   

45. Over the next six months, Trans-Texas purchased from Wanda the re-

maining stock of tires produced from its molds and bearing its brand names. Trans-

Texas sent Wanda the final payment for these remaining tires in mid-2014.  

G. Wanda Refuses to Return the Molds 

46. In March 2014, Zhang and Li traveled to Texas to visit Trans-Texas’s cor-

porate offices in Mount Pleasant, Texas. The purpose of Wanda’s visit was to request 

Trans-Texas to resume purchasing tires from Wanda. Trans-Texas declined to resume 

business with Wanda.  

47. During this same March 2014 visit to Mount Pleasant, Texas, Trans-Texas 

requested that Wanda return Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to Trans-Texas or reimburse 
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Trans-Texas for their full value. Wanda promised to arrange return of the molds. Wanda 

never returned the molds.  

48. In November 2014, during the SEMA Show in Las Vegas, Nevada (an in-

ternational automotive parts trade show), Trans-Texas met with Wanda’s representa-

tives and again requested that Wanda return Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds. Wanda took no 

action to return the molds.   

49. In December 2014, Trans-Texas sent an invoice, attached as Exhibit E, to 

Wanda identifying Trans-Texas’s 126 Tire Molds that remained at Wanda’s factory in 

China and, because of Wanda’s repeated failure to return the molds, requesting instead 

that Wanda pay Trans-Texas $585,006.52 for the 126 molds.  

50. Wanda did not remit any payment to Trans-Texas in response to the De-

cember 2014 invoice.  

51. On February 16, 2015, Trans-Texas, through its attorneys, requested in 

writing that Wanda return Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to Trans-Texas or reimburse Trans-

Texas their full value of $585,006.52. A true and correct copy of the February 16, 2015 

demand letter is attached as Exhibit G. 

52. Wanda refused to return all of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds or reimburse 

Trans-Texas their full value.  

53. To date, upon information and belief, Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds remain in 

Wanda’s possession at its factory in China. Wanda has repeatedly refused to return to 

Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to Trans-Texas or reimburse Trans-Texas for their full value. 
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H. Wanda Attempts to Sell Tires Produced from Trans-Texas’s Molds to Trans-
Texas’s Customers in Texas 

54. In mid-March 2015, Zhang and Li traveled to Texas to conduct business 

on behalf of Wanda.  

55. Upon information and belief obtained from Trans-Texas’s current custom-

ers, without permission and in violation of its agreement with Trans-Texas, Wanda, 

through Zhang and Li, marketed and offered for sale tires produced from Trans-Texas’s 

Tire Molds to Trans-Texas’s current customers in Texas. Because the H190 pattern in 

particular allows for interchangeable name plates, Wanda is able to offer for sale tires 

produced from Trans-Texas’s H190 Tire Molds that bear brand names other than those 

belonging to Trans-Texas.  

56. Upon information and belief, Zhang and Li marketed and offered for sale 

tires manufactured using Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds not only in the name of Wanda, but 

also the name of other entities, specifically Hongkong Wanda Group Co., Ltd., Tianjin 

Zhenxin Rubber Co., Ltd., and Wanda Tire & Wheel Co., Inc.  

57. Upon learning of Zhang and Li’s sales visit to Texas, on March 17, 2015, 

Trans-Texas’s counsel sent a cease and desist letter to Zhang and Li via email, de-

manding that they immediately stop marketing and offering for sale tires produced using 

Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds. The letter gave Wanda until close of business on March 18, 

2015, to confirm they had ceased actions in Texas. A true and correct copy of the Feb-

ruary 16, 2015 demand letter is attached as Exhibit H. To date, Trans-Texas has not 

received any response from Wanda.  

58. Based on Wanda’s recent actions, Trans-Texas has reason to believe that 

Wanda will continue to market and offer for sale, both through in person visits to the 
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United States and remotely from China, tires produced from Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds 

to customers in Texas and elsewhere in the United States.  

59. Based on their recent actions, Trans-Texas also believes that Zhang and 

Li will continue to market and offer for sale tires produced from Trans-Texas’s Tire 

Molds under the name of Wanda and other entities, in particular Hongkong Wanda 

Group Co., Ltd., Tianjin Zhenxin Rubber Co., Ltd., and Wanda Tire & Wheel Co., Inc. 

60. Wanda does not have permission from Trans-Texas to sell tires produced 

from Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to anyone, let alone Trans-Texas’s own customers.  

V. 
COUNT ONE: BREACH OF CONTRACT 

61. Trans-Texas references and incorporates fully herein the allegations in the 

above paragraphs.  

A. Breach of 2008 Agreement 

62. Trans-Texas and Wanda entered into the 2008 Agreement relating to their 

ongoing business relationship, including the development and purchase of 28 H190 tire 

molds by Trans-Texas. The 2008 Agreement granted Trans-Texas ownership of the 

molds and exclusive rights to use the molds and tires produced from the molds.  

63. The 2008 Agreement is a valid, enforceable contract.  

64. Trans-Texas performed the 2008 Agreement by paying Wanda the full 

value of the 28 H190 molds and continuing to purchase H190 tires produced from those 

molds for the requisite period. 

65. Wanda has breached the 2008 Agreement by denying Trans-Texas’s 

ownership of the H190 molds.  
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66. Wanda has also breached the 2008 Agreement by offering for sale tires 

produced from Trans-Texas’s H190 molds to persons or entities other than Trans-Texas 

without Trans-Texas’s permission.  

67. Wanda’s breaches under the contract have caused injury to Trans-Texas. 

Trans-Texas is thus entitled to recover its actual, general, and special damages, includ-

ing the loss of use of the molds, the loss of value of the molds, lost profits, loss of busi-

ness goodwill and reputation, plus attorneys’ fees. 

68. All conditions precedent to Trans-Texas’s recovery have been performed 

or have occurred. 

B. Breach of the 2011 Brand Authorization 

69. The 2011 Brand Authorization is a valid, enforceable contract between 

Trans-Texas and Wanda governing Wanda’s authority to manufacture tires using Trans-

Texas’s brand names.  

70. Under the agreement, Trans-Texas permitted Wanda to produce tires us-

ing certain brand names owned and trademarked by Trans-Texas.  

71. In exchange, Wanda produced tires under these certain brand names for 

Trans-Texas, which Trans-Texas then purchased from Wanda or permitted other parties 

to purchase from Wanda.  

72. Trans-Texas performed the 2011 Brand Authorization contract by allowing 

Wanda to produce tires using certain brand names owned and trademarked by Trans-

Texas. 
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73. Wanda has breached the 2011 Brand Authorization contract by offering for 

sale tires produced from molds designed to produce Trans-Texas brand tires to persons 

or entities other than Trans-Texas without Trans-Texas’s permission.  

74. Wanda’s breaches under the contract have caused injury to Trans-Texas. 

Trans-Texas is thus entitled to recover from Wanda its actual, general, and special 

damages, including the loss of use of the molds, the loss of value of the molds, lost 

profits, loss of business goodwill and reputation, plus attorneys’ fees. 

75. All conditions precedent to Trans-Texas’s entitlement to assert the above 

cause of action have occurred or have been satisfied, waived, or excused. 

VI. 
COUNT TWO: CONVERSION 

76. Trans-Texas references and incorporates fully herein the allegations in the 

above paragraphs.  

77. Trans-Texas is the owner or has the right to immediately possess all 126 

of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds identified above and in Exhibit E.  

78. Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds are personal property of Trans-Texas.  

79. Wanda has wrongfully exercised dominion and control over Trans-Texas’s 

Tire Molds by refusing to return them and retaining them in a manner inconsistent with 

Trans-Texas’s ownership rights, including the right to control the tires produced from its 

molds and to whom those tires may be sold.  

80. Wanda’s use and possession of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds, even if ac-

quired lawfully, ceased when Wanda began using the molds in manner inconsistent with 

Trans-Texas’s rights as lawful owner of the molds.  
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81. Trans-Texas has demanded on multiple occasions orally and in writing 

that Wanda return Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to Trans-Texas. Wanda has refused to re-

turn the molds to Trans-Texas without further conditions.  

82. Wanda’s unlawful conversion of Trans-Texas’s personal property has di-

rectly and proximately caused injury to Trans-Texas. Trans-Texas is thus entitled to re-

cover from Wanda Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds or the value of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds, 

plus its actual, general, and specific damages, including loss of use of the molds, lost 

value of the molds plus prejudgment interest, lost profits on tires produced from the 

molds, shipping costs for returning the molds, and travel expenses required to recover 

the molds.  

VII. 
COUNT THREE: INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

83. Trans-Texas references and incorporates fully herein the allegations in the 

above paragraphs.  

84. For the reasons stated in detail in a separately filed Motion for Preliminary 

Injunction, Trans-Texas seeks a preliminary injunction under well-established principles 

of equity and under Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code § 65.011 to prevent Wan-

da and its officers, agents, employees, contractors, representatives, in particular Zhang 

and Li, and any acting in concert with it from marketing, offering for sale, or importing 

into the United States any tires produced using Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds, whether 

those tires are offered for sale under the name of Wanda or any other name.  

85. Trans-Texas seeks to enjoin Zhang and Li individually to prevent them 

from marketing or offering for sale in the United States any tires produced using Trans-
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Texas’s Tire Molds as representatives of Wanda or any other entity, as they have been 

known to represent themselves.  

86. Trans-Texas also seeks to enjoin Wanda and its officers, agents, employ-

ees, contractors, and representatives from transferring, altering, damaging, destroying, 

or otherwise disposing of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds in its possession in China until final 

judgment is rendered in this case.  

VIII. 
ATTORNEYS’ FEES 

87. It has been necessary for Trans-Texas to retain the law firm of Strasburg-

er & Price, L.L.P. in connection with this lawsuit.  Trans-Texas has agreed to pay Stras-

burger & Price, L.L.P. a reasonable sum for attorneys’ fees incurred in representing 

Trans-Texas in this matter. Trans-Texas seeks recovery of its attorney’s fees and ex-

penses in accordance with Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code § 38.001. 

88. All conditions precedent to Trans-Texas’s recovery of attorneys’ fees have 

been performed or have occurred, or will be performed or will occur. 

IX. 
JURY DEMAND 

89. Trans-Texas demands a trial by jury.  

X. 
PRAYER 

Plaintiff Trans-Texas Tire, LLC, respectfully requests that Defendants Tianjin 

Wanda Tyre Group Co., Ltd., Zhang Guanghui, and Li Xue Yong be cited to appear and 

answer herein and that, upon final hearing hereof, Trans-Texas be granted: 

1. Judgment against Wanda either: 
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a. compelling Wanda to turn over to Trans-Texas its 126 Tire 

Molds identified in Exhibit E, plus Trans-Texas’s actual, general, and spe-

cific damages, including loss of use of the molds, lost value of the molds 

plus prejudgment interest, lost profits on tires produced from the molds, 

shipping costs for returning the molds, and travel expenses required to re-

cover the molds; or, in the alternative, 

b. for the value of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds converted by 

Wanda, plus Trans-Texas’s actual, general, and specific damages, includ-

ing loss of use of the molds, lost value of the molds plus prejudgment in-

terest, and lost profits on tires produced from the molds; and  

2. Judgment against Wanda for its breaches of the 2008 Agreement and 

2011 Brand Authorization and for Trans-Texas’s actual, general, and special damages, 

including the loss of use of the molds, the loss of value of the molds, lost profits, loss of 

business goodwill and reputation;  

3. Pre- and post-judgment interest as provided by law; 

4. Attorney’s fees; 

5. Costs of suit;  

4. Temporary Injunctive relief against Wanda and its officers, agents, em-

ployees, representatives, and any acting in concert with it, and against Zhang and Li, 

individually, to prohibit Defendants from (1) marketing, offering for sale, or importing into 

the United States, whether under the name of Wanda or any other names any tires pro-

duced using Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds, and (ii) from transferring, altering, damaging, 
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destroying, or otherwise disposing of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds in Wanda’s possession; 

and 

5. Such other and further relief, at law and in equity, to which Trans-Texas 

may show itself to be justly entitled. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Jadd F. Masso 
JADD F. MASSO 
State Bar No. 24041411 
jadd.masso@strasburger.com 
TATE L. HEMINGSON 
State Bar No. 24064370 
tate.hemingson@strasburger.com 
 
STRASBURGER & PRICE, LLP 
901 Main St., Suite 4400 
Dallas, Texas  75202 
(214) 651-4300 
(214) 651-4330 (facsimile) 
 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
TRANS-TEXAS TIRE, LLC 
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Tianjin Wanda Tyre Croup Co., Ltd
Eastside To JingTang Highway Yixingbu'fou,n Beichen District Tianjin 300402 China

COMMIJRCIAL INVOICE

TO: TRANS TEXAS TIRE.INC oRDER No :

30:i N VAN BUREN M] .PLEASANT,TX ?5455 INVOTCE NO.:WD-TRANS002
USA

DATE: 8,2008

\RKS & N DESCRIPTION QUANTI'I'Y UNIT PRICE AMOUN'T

NA4 sT205/ 15015

TOTAL

8 SET 13OO USD 34400 USD

34400 USD

v
> i.'
,$\y
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Tian jin Wanda Tvre Croup Co.- Ltd
Eastside To JingTang I'lighrvay Yixingbu To$,n Beichen District fianiin 300402 China

COMMERCIAL INVOICE

TO TRANS TEXAS TIRE O]T MOUNT PLEASANT ORDER NO.:

JO] NORTH VAN BIJREN INVOICE NO:WD.TRANS()O3
MOUNIT PLEASANT,TX ?5455 USA

.,ws

DATE: DEC 2i
DESCRTPTTON leuANTlry UN]T PRICE AMOUNT

l
sT225/75D15 8PR Hl90 | 2 sET

IT _iISK\t151[r. ".lt\\0\" 1\D" pRU] Lll TRAIL0t- l]R,\\tr

4650 USD 93OO USD

r$s

w
'IIru
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Tianjin Wanda Tye croup Co., Ltd

Eastside To JingTarg Highway Yixingbu To\4n Beichen Disffict Tianjin 300402 China

COMMERCIAL INVOICE

TO:TRANS TE>(AS TRE,INC ORDER NO.:

303 N.VAN BUREN MT.PLEASANT,TX 75455 INVOICE NO.:WD-TRANS004

USA
DATE:

IARKS & NC DESCRIPTION QUANTITY L'NIT PRICE AMOUNT

NA4

sT205/75Dr4 l

IYITH "TASKMASTER", "JAXXON" AND" PRI
'MiI.]M 

TRAILER" BMND

25369 RMB 58?]8 RMB

58738 RMB
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Tianjin Wanda Tyre Group Co., Ltd

Eastside To JingTang Highway Yixingbu Town Beichen District Tianjin 300402 China

COMMERCIAL INVOICE

TO:TRANS TEXAS TIRE,INC ORDER NO.:

l0l N VAN BUREN MT PLEASANT.TX 7i45i INVOICE NO :WD-TRANS006
IJSA

DAlE: MAY.il,2009

1ARKS & NC DESCRIPTION QUAN TITY UNIT PRICE AMOUNT

N/M

1. BO-I2 6PR TL PBII
"TASKUASTER,, IIOVABLE PLATE

SIiT

IIO RMB 1640 RMB

1640 RMB

PDF n'fil,'ltffi "pdfFactor!' Pro" i{,H LtizFtrl jt mnv. finenr-int. cn
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Tianjin Wanda Tyre GrouP Co., Ltd

Eastside To JingTang Highway Yixingbu Town Beichen District Tianjin 300402 China

COMMERCIAL INVOICE

TO: TRANS TEXAS TIRE.INC ORDER NO.:

303 N.VAN BUREN MT.PLEASANT.TX 75455 INVOICE NO.:WD-TRANS007

USA
DATE: JUNE.I

\RKS & N DESCRlPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE AMOUNT

NA4 S:BEIs

fR

4 SET .@ USD t'7200 usD

4Sr otg, (E

NA-
n

E Jt-{'l'f[ffi'!:fEdo3rPr<}idHffi4t,J,e vurrirqirro.r {\nrr( 
l\ 

^ 'A14
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Tianjin Wanda 'lyre Group Co., Ltd
Eastsjde To JingTang l-lighway Yixingbu -I own Beichen District Tianiin 300402 China

COMMERCIAL INVOTCE

TO: TRANS TEX,^.S TIRE,INC
]03 N VAN f}UREN Ml"PLDASANT.TX 75455

USA

ORDER NO.:

INvOICE NO.:wD-TRANS008

DA']'B JUNE 26,2009

(tu&

0A+r ) 1t)
8,na1 Sr"s (c

IARKS & NC DESCRIP'I'ION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE AMOUNT

NA1

5 3t2RT- rErt
a€l€ootr_Ets

IBEI\'sIRI IIIEE E.AE

€
D SET

4) RMB
/8 RMB

4100

4100

RMB

RMts

zt sEr gD RIV1B

Szeo

r X'F'itfll'fdF*oryz pgr i{,CJ hiq^Ad'if+ \aRafi rFi rr- s.l

$
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T'ianjin Wanda TYre GrouP Co', Ltd
Eastskle To Jingl'ang l-lighway Yixingbu Town Beichen Distric'tianjin 300402 China

COMIv{ERCIAL INVOICE

.t0: 
TRANS TEXAS TlRE,lN(l

:]()] N.VAN BUREN M]"PLE,\SAN-T.TX ?JJ5J

USA

INVOICE N O.:W D' I t)1-fT0 I

D,\TE| APRI L.27.?tl l0

l\, [N

\l\\N*VI\ \r\J \

2'

5?400

111480

?06500

28700 Rl!48

29370 Rlv{B

29500 RMB
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WIRE TR,AN$fER / PILGRIM tsA}IK lf faxing use 903.575.0,tS3

-DATE:
B/19/2008 "TIME:

*AMOUNT OF WIRE:

*RECEIVING BANKABA:

.BANK NAME:

INTERI{ATIONAL

SWIFT# BKCHCNBJzOO

ORTgINATOR INFORMATION

(1) -_ sss,zos.2o -FEE:

(2) Fr AccouNT:

8r00

FI iIAME:
Use this ft beneficiaMs bank is not the
receiving bank of the wire.

*CITY: (4) TIANJIN

*COUNTRY: (5) CHINA

-ACCOUNT#

*lrlAME:

*AD9RESS:

Physical Address
Required

1505122

Trans Texas nre of lvll Pleasani

Mt. Pleasant, TX 75455

iqloR'"tD#
OR
*DL#

PHONE# \tzI 903-57$0267

*SOCIAL SECURITY #

BENEFICIARY INFORMATION

(6)  

Bank of China lanjin Branc*r

"ACCOUNT#

*NAME:

ADDRESS: EASTSIDE TO JINGTANG HWYYIXNGBU TOWN PHONE#

FURTHER CREDIT INSTRUCTIONS: WDLYE08TTT001 -1 ; 50% WD-TRANS002

?ANJIN WANDATYRE GROUP CO.. LTD.

BAT'IK USE

PREFAREDBY: {1

METHOD OF PAYMENT

FAXED / PHONE wlRE CALLBACK

MEMO POSTED:

oFAccHEcKED: l19i
*REqUIRED tNFORi*ATtoil

*YdE REQUIRE A VA.LID PICTURE I.D. FOR NON-CUSTSMER$, A CURRE}IT FIIONE NIJMBER,
ADDRESS & SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

WD from DDA 1505122

18
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WIRE TRANSFER i PILGRIM

-DATE:

lf faxing use 903-575-0163BANK

10t24t2004 -TIN4E:

"FEE:

OR
--DL#

PHONE#

8:00

*AMOUNT OF WIRE: 0) $17,200.00 $0.00

INTERNATIONAL

SWIFT # BKCHCNBJ2OO

-RECEIVING BANK ABA: FI AccouNT:

.BANK NAME: (3) Bank ofChina Tianjin Branch FI NAME:
Use this !f beiEfr6lEEb ban-FGi6t ttre
receiving bank of the wire.

.CITY: (4) TIANJIN

'COUNTRY: (5) CHINA

oR "tn{ 19)

ORIGINATOR INFORMATION

-ACCOUNT# (8) 1505122

*NAME:

-ADDRESS:

Physical Address
Required

(10) Trans Texas Tife of Mt. Pleasant

(11) 303 North Van Buren Avenue (12) 903-575-0267

lMt. Plgasant, TX 75455

*SOCIAL SECURITY # (13)

"SENDERS SIGNATURE: (14) W*W
BENEFICIARY INFORMATION

-ACCOUNT#

-NAN4E:

ADDRESS:

(6)  

(7) TIANJIN WANDA TYRE GROUP CO., LTD.

EASTSIDE TO JINGTANG HWY YIXINGBU TOWN PHONE#

BEICHEN DISTRICT TIANJIN. CHINA

FURTHER CREDIT I NSTRUCTIONS: Involce # WD-TMNSo02

BANK USE

PREPARED BY: (15) Rebekah Butler

|\4ETHOD oF PAYI\,IENT (16) W/D irom DDA 1505122

FAXED / PHONE WIRE CALLBACK: (7\

MEIVIO POSTED: (18)

oFAC CHECKED: (19)

-REQUIRED INFORMATION

*WE REQUIRE A VALID PICTURE I.D. FOR NON-CUSTOMERS, A CURRENT PHONE NUMBER,
ADDRESS & SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

(\JT F lutrrl J Dlrrl\A I Ul-(tl

19
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-BANK NAME: (3) Bank of China Tianjin Branch Ft NAME:
- Use this if bei6frEia-EETaiRlEiot thE--INTERNATIONAL receiving bank ofthe wire.

WIRE TRANSFER / PILGRIM BANK

"DATE: 2t512009

lf faxing use 903-575-0163

*TIME:

-ANTOUNT OF WIRE: -FEE:

*RECEIVING BANK ABA: Ft AccoUNT:

SWIFT # BKCHCNBJ2OO *CITY:

'12:50

$0.00

(4') TIANJIN

.COUNTRY: (5) CHINA

nR +rln# /o\
uR

PHONE# (12) 903-575-0267

ORIGINATOR INFORMATION

*ACCOUNT# {q) 1so5122

-NAME:

-ADDRESS:

Physical Address
Required Mt. Pleasant, TX 75455

Trans Texas Tire of Mt. Pleasant

(11) 303 North Van Buren Avenue

*SOCIAL SECURITY #

*SENDERS SIGNATURE:

BENEFICIARY INFORMATION

-ACCOUNT#

"NAME:

ADDRESS:

Lq  

(7) lll\NJtN WANDA TYRE GROUP CO., LTD.

EASTSIDE TO JINGTANG HWY YIXINGBU TOWN PHONE#

BEICHEN DISTRICT TIANJIN, CHINA

FURTHER CREDIT INSTRUCTIONS: lnvoice # WO2008TRANS012 & WD-TRANSoo3

BANK USE

PREPARED BY:

W/D from DDA 1505'122NIETHOD OF PAYMENT

FAXED i PHONE WIRE CALLBACK: (17)
(OFFICER'S SIGNATURE)

N4EMO POSTED: (18)

OFAC CHECKED: (19)

"REQUIRED INFORMATION

*WE REQUIRE A VALID PICTURE I.D. FOR NON-CUSTOMERS, A CURRENT PHONE NUMBER,
ADDRESS & SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

TNITFRED
20
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Invoice # IVC1776

Terms Net 15

Description Description Mold Qty Amount

49 $212,573.53

77 $372,432.99

Total $585,006.52

yang@taskmasterproducts.com

December 12, 

2014
Invoice Date

�TTT ORDERED NEW H190 MOLD STATUS AT WANDA 

INVOICE

Trans Texas Tire, LLC

1106 Industrial Road

Mount Pleasant, TX 75455

903.572.0267 (phone)

Thank you for your business!

Tianjin Wanda Tyre Group, Ltd.

Eastside to Jingtang Highway

Yixingbu Town, Beichen District

Tianjing, China 300402

TTT OWNS OLD MOLDS MOVING FROM OTHER FACTORIES �STATUS AT WANDA 

28
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SIZE PATTERN MOLD QUANTITY REMARKS Unit Price (USD) Extended Price (USD)

ST175/80D13 H190 H190 4 TTT ORDERED  AT WANDA 4,220.59 16,882.35

ST205/75D14 H190 H190 8 TTT ORDERED  AT WANDA 4,319.12 34,552.94

ST205/75D15 H190 H190 35 TTT ORDERED  AT WANDA 4,338.24 151,838.24

ST225/75D15 H190 H190 2 TTT ORDERED  AT WANDA 4,650.00 9,300.00

49

SIZE PATTERN MOLD QUANTITY REMARKS Unit Price (USD) Extended Price (USD)

ST175/80D13 7 MOVING FROM SANGONG 3,426.02 23,982.17

ST205/75D14 6 MOVING FROM SANGONG 4,578.00 27,468.00

ST205/75D15 14 MOVING FROM SANGONG 4,937.00 69,118.00

ST225/75D15 12 MOVING FROM SANOGNG 5,495.00 65,940.00

ST205/75D15 H196 H196 15 MOVING FROM SANGONG 5,294.12 79,411.76

ST225/75D15 H196 H196 10 MOVING FROM SANGONG 5,294.12 52,941.18

ST175/80D13 H196 H196 2 MOVING FROM SANGONG 5,294.12 10,588.24

750-16   4 MOVING FROM PINGAN 5,294.12 21,176.47

ST205/75D15 1 MOVING FROM PINGAN 6,366.00 6,366.00

480-12 6 MOVING FROM SANGONG 2,573.53 15,441.18

77

585,006.52$                    

 TTT ORDERED NEW H190 MOLD STATUS AT WANDA 

TTT OWNS OLD MOLDS MOVING FROM OTHER FACTORIES  STATUS AT WANDA 

Total Amount 

29
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March 17, 2015 
TATE L. HEMINGSON 
214.651.4714 
tate.hemingson@strasburger.com 
 
 

VIA EMAIL 

Mr. Li Xueyong 
Ms. Zhang Guanghui 
Tianjin Wanda Tyre Group Co., Ltd 
Eastside to Jingtang Highway, Yixingbu Town 
Beichen District, Tianjin China 
lixueyong@tjwanda.com 
zhangguanghui@tjwanda.com 
 
RE: Sales Trip to Texas 

Dear Sir and Madam: 

As you are aware, this firm represents Trans-Texas Tire, LLC. In a letter dated 
February 16, 2015, we demanded that you return to Trans-Texas certain tire molds in 
Wanda’s possession that rightfully belong to Trans-Texas or reimburse Trans-Texas the 
molds’ value. You rejected this offer, claiming instead that Trans-Texas should pay 
Wanda for the H190 molds. This is disrespectful and unacceptable. We will be filing suit 
against Wanda on behalf to Trans-Texas to recover the molds or their equivalent value.  
 
Since our letter, Trans-Texas has learned that you, Ms. Zhang, and others in the Wanda 
team are in Texas this week on behalf of Wanda and its related entities to try to sell tires 
Wanda has produced from Trans-Texas’s molds to Trans-Texas’s current and loyal tire 
customers. Wanda’s brazen actions have not gone unnoticed. Trans-Texas will not 
allow Wanda to proceed so recklessly and shamelessly without consequences.  
 
We demand that you or anyone acting in the name of Wanda, Hongkong Wanda Group 
Co., Ltd., or Tianjin Zhenxin Rubber Co., Ltd., cease and desist from any attempts to 
sell or market any tires that may have been produced from any of Trans-Texas’s molds. 
We also demand that you cease production of any tires made from these molds.  
 
Please confirm immediately in writing that no one acting for Wanda or its related entities 
will attempt to market or sell to customers in the United States any tires produced from 
any of the molds at issue in this dispute. Because your team is already in Texas, 
Wanda has until 5 PM U.S. Central Time, Wednesday, March 18, 2015, to confirm 
its compliance with this letter.  
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Tianjin Wanda Tyre Group Co., Ltd 
March 17, 2015 
Page 2  

 
6664833.1/SP/24627/0109/031715 

If we do not receive this confirmation, Trans-Texas will seek judicial relief to stop 
Wanda’s illegal attempts to sell tires produced from molds it does not have permission 
to use. 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Tate L. Hemingson 

 
cc: Mr. Tom Walker 
 Ms. Amanda Walker 
 Trans-Texas Tire, LLC 
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	I.  PARTIES
	1. Trans-Texas Tire, LLC is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the State of Texas. Trans-Texas maintains its principal place of business in Mount Pleasant, Titus County, Texas.
	2. Tianjin Wanda Tyre Group Co., Ltd. is a foreign corporation organized under the laws of the People’s Republic of China. Wanda maintains its principal place of business in Tianjin, People’s Republic of China. The People’s Republic of China is a sign...
	3. Zhang Guanghui is a natural person. Zhang is a citizen of and domiciled in the People’s Republic of China. The People’s Republic of China is a signatory to the Hague Convention. Therefore, Zhang may be served with process in any manner permitted un...
	4. Li Xue Yong is a natural person. Li is a citizen of and domiciled in the People’s Republic of China. The People’s Republic of China is a signatory to the Hague. Therefore, Li may be served with process in any manner permitted under the Hague Conven...

	II.  JURISDICTION
	A. Personal Jurisdiction
	5. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Wanda because the actions of its officers, employees, agents, and representatives acting in their official capacity on behalf of Wanda, as set forth below, establish minimum contacts with Texas and place Wa...
	6. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Zhang because her actions, as set forth below, establish minimum contacts with Texas and place Zhang within the reach of the federal and state long-arm statutes, which reach the limits of constitutionally p...
	7. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Li because his actions, as set forth below, establish minimum contacts with Texas and place Li within the reach of the federal and state long-arm statutes, which reach the limits of constitutionally permitt...
	8.  This Court has specific jurisdiction over Defendants Wanda, Zhang, and Li because Defendants have purposefully availed themselves of the benefits and protections of the laws of Texas by conducting business in Texas. In particular and as set forth ...
	9. The Court’s assumption of jurisdiction over Defendants will not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice and will be consistent with the constitutional requirements of due process because Defendants have sought out financial ...

	B. Subject Matter Jurisdiction
	10.  This Court has alienage subject matter jurisdiction over this suit under 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(2) because this is a civil action between a citizen of a state and citizens of a foreign state.
	11. Plaintiff Trans-Texas is citizen of Texas. It is limited liability company with its principal place of business in Mount Pleasant, Titus County, Texas. Its only members are Amanda Lee Walker and Richard Edwin Walker, II, who are both natural perso...
	12. Defendant Wanda is a citizen of is the People’s Republic of China. It is a foreign corporation organized under the laws of the People’s Republic of China. Wanda maintains its principal place of business in Tianjin, People’s Republic of China.
	13. Defendant Zhang is a natural person who resides in the People’s Republic of China, is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States, and is thus a citizen of the People’s Republic of China.
	14. Defendant Li is a natural person who resides in the People’s Republic of China, is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States, and is thus a citizen of the People’s Republic of China.
	15. The amount in controversy exceeds $75,000, excluding interest and costs, because, as set forth below, this case involves property valued at over $500,000.


	III.  Venue
	16. Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(3) because all Defendants are not resident in the United States and all Defendants subject to the court’s personal jurisdiction with respect to this action, as stated above. Because Defend...

	IV.  FACTS
	A. Trans-Texas’s Tire Business in China
	17. Trans-Texas is a family-run business headquartered in Mount Pleasant, Texas. Trans-Texas is successor-in-interest to two related entities: Trans-Texas, Inc., and Trans-Texas Tire of Mt. Pleasant, Inc.
	18. Trans-Texas is one of the largest distributors and wholesalers of wheels and tires for trailers in North America.
	19. Trans-Texas sources and imports many of its wheels and tires from China, where it has developed relationships and established business arrangements with various Chinese tire manufacturers.
	20. As part of its tire import business, Trans-Texas has purchased or had produced for it a number of molds used in the production of tires of multiple types, patterns, and sizes. The manufacturers Trans-Texas has done business with produce tires unde...

	B. Trans-Texas Establishes Its Relationship with Wanda – The 2008 Agreement
	21. Wanda is Chinese corporation established in 1988. Wanda manufactures tires for bicycles, motorcycles, trucks, trailers, and other specialty uses.
	22. Zhang is an employee of Wanda and was one of the main points of contact between Trans-Texas and Wanda during their business relationship from 2008 to 2014. Zhang traveled to Texas on several occasions to do business with Trans-Texas.
	23. Li is an employee of Wanda and serves as its export manager. Li traveled to Texas on several occasions to do business with Trans-Texas.
	24. In late 2007, Trans-Texas learned that one of its tire sources was ceasing production of a trailer tire Trans-Texas frequently purchased. Trans-Texas, through its representative in China, Jun Qu, located Wanda as a replacement source for tires for...
	25. During late 2007 and early 2008, Trans-Texas negotiated with Wanda during trips to China and from its Texas office to establish pricing and terms for purchasing tires.
	26. In March 2008, Wanda and Trans-Texas reached a written agreement outlining the terms of the business relationship (the “2008 Agreement”). A true and correct copy of the March 2008 agreement between Wanda and Trans-Texas is attached as Exhibit A.
	27. As part of the 2008 Agreement with Wanda, Wanda agreed to develop 28 molds for a “H190” ST tire pattern in several sizes. Trans-Texas would pay for and maintain full ownership over the molds. Wanda would have the right to produce tires from those ...
	28. The H190 molds developed under the 2008 Agreement are “valley-type” tire molds, which are more expensive than traditional molds because they allow for easy substitution of the brand name on the sidewall of the tire. The H190 pattern molds were bas...
	29. Trans-Texas paid Wanda $85,800 for the 28 H190 molds in two equal installments in March and May 2008. True and correct copies of the invoice from Wanda (Invoice No. WD-TRANS001) and the payments by wire transfers from Trans-Texas to Wanda for the ...
	30. To date, these 28 H190 molds remain at Wanda’s factory in China.

	C. Purchase of Other Trans-Texas Molds at Wanda
	31. After the initial purchase of the 28 molds under the 2008 Agreement, from June 2008 to April 2010, Trans-Texas ordered from its Texas office and Wanda developed an additional 21 H190 molds for Trans-Texas to use to increase production capacity of ...
	32. Wanda sent invoices to Trans-Texas at its Texas corporate office for the 21 additional molds. True and correct copies of the commercial invoices from Wanda to Trans-Texas for these molds (Invoice Nos. WD-TRANS002, WD-TRANS003, WD-TRANS004, WD-TRAN...
	33. Trans-Texas paid Wanda the full invoiced amount for the additional 21 molds. True and correct copies of wire payments from Trans-Texas to Wanda and receipts for payment for the additional 21 molds are attached as Exhibit D.
	34. In total, Trans-Texas has purchased and paid full value for 49 H190 molds. To this day, upon information and belief, Wanda has in its possession at its factory in China all 49 H190-pattern molds. The value of Trans-Texas’s H190 molds is $212,573.5...
	35. From March 2008 through early 2014, Wanda produced many thousands of tires using Trans-Texas’s H190 molds under several brand names. Trans-Texas or its designated customers purchased these tires, and Wanda direct-shipped them to Trans-Texas’s ware...

	D. Transfer of Other Tire Molds to Wanda
	36. Following the success of their business relationship after the 2008 Agreement, over the next several years Trans-Texas transferred to Wanda a number of other tire molds it owned and had been using to produce tires at other tire manufacturers in Ch...
	37. Trans-Texas owned these molds at the time of their transfer to Wanda. Trans-Texas transferred them to Wanda to increase production capacity of tires for Trans-Texas at Wanda’s factory. Trans-Texas did not transfer ownership of the molds to Wanda. ...
	38. In total, Trans-Texas transferred 77 molds from other factories to Wanda (the “Transferred Molds”). The value of Trans-Texas’s Transferred Molds is $372,432.99. A description of Trans-Texas’s Transferred Molds, along with the value, is included in...
	39. Together with the 49 H190 molds and the 77 Transferred Molds, Wanda is in possession at its factory in Tianjin, China, of 126 tire molds belonging to Trans-Texas (referred to collectively as “Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds”), which are valued at $585,00...

	E. 2011 Brand Authorization to Wanda
	40. In conjunction with their ongoing business relationship and Wanda’s use of Trans-Texas’s H190 molds and Transferred Molds, in January 2011, Trans-Texas authorized Wanda to manufacture tires bearing brand names owned and trademarked by Trans-Texas....
	41. The 2011 Brand Authorization only authorizes Wanda to produce tires under the brand names “Taskmaster,” “Jaxxon,” and “Premium Trailer” for sale to Trans-Texas or other companies Trans-Texas specifically authorizes. The 2011 Brand Authorization id...
	42. In January 2011, around the same time as the 2011 Brand Authorization, Li and Zhang traveled to Trans-Texas’s corporate office in Mount Pleasant, Texas, to discuss ongoing business between Wanda and Trans-Texas relating to the tire industry. This ...

	F. End of Wanda Relationship
	43. In 2012, after several years of successful business together, the relationship between Wanda and Trans-Texas became strained when Trans-Texas learned that Wanda was conducting business with competitors of Trans-Texas in secret and to Trans-Texas’s...
	44. Despite Trans-Texas’s attempts to mend the relationship and continue business with Wanda, the relationship did not improve. In early-2014, Trans-Texas informed Wanda that it would discontinue purchasing tires on a regular basis from Wanda.
	45. Over the next six months, Trans-Texas purchased from Wanda the remaining stock of tires produced from its molds and bearing its brand names. Trans-Texas sent Wanda the final payment for these remaining tires in mid-2014.

	G. Wanda Refuses to Return the Molds
	46. In March 2014, Zhang and Li traveled to Texas to visit Trans-Texas’s corporate offices in Mount Pleasant, Texas. The purpose of Wanda’s visit was to request Trans-Texas to resume purchasing tires from Wanda. Trans-Texas declined to resume business...
	47. During this same March 2014 visit to Mount Pleasant, Texas, Trans-Texas requested that Wanda return Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to Trans-Texas or reimburse Trans-Texas for their full value. Wanda promised to arrange return of the molds. Wanda never r...
	48. In November 2014, during the SEMA Show in Las Vegas, Nevada (an international automotive parts trade show), Trans-Texas met with Wanda’s representatives and again requested that Wanda return Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds. Wanda took no action to return...
	49. In December 2014, Trans-Texas sent an invoice, attached as Exhibit E, to Wanda identifying Trans-Texas’s 126 Tire Molds that remained at Wanda’s factory in China and, because of Wanda’s repeated failure to return the molds, requesting instead that...
	50. Wanda did not remit any payment to Trans-Texas in response to the December 2014 invoice.
	51. On February 16, 2015, Trans-Texas, through its attorneys, requested in writing that Wanda return Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to Trans-Texas or reimburse Trans-Texas their full value of $585,006.52. A true and correct copy of the February 16, 2015 dem...
	52. Wanda refused to return all of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds or reimburse Trans-Texas their full value.
	53. To date, upon information and belief, Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds remain in Wanda’s possession at its factory in China. Wanda has repeatedly refused to return to Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to Trans-Texas or reimburse Trans-Texas for their full value.

	H. Wanda Attempts to Sell Tires Produced from Trans-Texas’s Molds to Trans-Texas’s Customers in Texas
	54. In mid-March 2015, Zhang and Li traveled to Texas to conduct business on behalf of Wanda.
	55. Upon information and belief obtained from Trans-Texas’s current customers, without permission and in violation of its agreement with Trans-Texas, Wanda, through Zhang and Li, marketed and offered for sale tires produced from Trans-Texas’s Tire Mol...
	56. Upon information and belief, Zhang and Li marketed and offered for sale tires manufactured using Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds not only in the name of Wanda, but also the name of other entities, specifically Hongkong Wanda Group Co., Ltd., Tianjin Zhen...
	57. Upon learning of Zhang and Li’s sales visit to Texas, on March 17, 2015, Trans-Texas’s counsel sent a cease and desist letter to Zhang and Li via email, demanding that they immediately stop marketing and offering for sale tires produced using Tran...
	58. Based on Wanda’s recent actions, Trans-Texas has reason to believe that Wanda will continue to market and offer for sale, both through in person visits to the United States and remotely from China, tires produced from Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to c...
	59. Based on their recent actions, Trans-Texas also believes that Zhang and Li will continue to market and offer for sale tires produced from Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds under the name of Wanda and other entities, in particular Hongkong Wanda Group Co., ...
	60. Wanda does not have permission from Trans-Texas to sell tires produced from Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to anyone, let alone Trans-Texas’s own customers.


	V.  COUNT ONE: Breach of Contract
	61. Trans-Texas references and incorporates fully herein the allegations in the above paragraphs.
	A. Breach of 2008 Agreement
	62. Trans-Texas and Wanda entered into the 2008 Agreement relating to their ongoing business relationship, including the development and purchase of 28 H190 tire molds by Trans-Texas. The 2008 Agreement granted Trans-Texas ownership of the molds and e...
	63. The 2008 Agreement is a valid, enforceable contract.
	64. Trans-Texas performed the 2008 Agreement by paying Wanda the full value of the 28 H190 molds and continuing to purchase H190 tires produced from those molds for the requisite period.
	65. Wanda has breached the 2008 Agreement by denying Trans-Texas’s ownership of the H190 molds.
	66. Wanda has also breached the 2008 Agreement by offering for sale tires produced from Trans-Texas’s H190 molds to persons or entities other than Trans-Texas without Trans-Texas’s permission.
	67. Wanda’s breaches under the contract have caused injury to Trans-Texas. Trans-Texas is thus entitled to recover its actual, general, and special damages, including the loss of use of the molds, the loss of value of the molds, lost profits, loss of ...
	68. All conditions precedent to Trans-Texas’s recovery have been performed or have occurred.

	B. Breach of the 2011 Brand Authorization
	69. The 2011 Brand Authorization is a valid, enforceable contract between Trans-Texas and Wanda governing Wanda’s authority to manufacture tires using Trans-Texas’s brand names.
	70. Under the agreement, Trans-Texas permitted Wanda to produce tires using certain brand names owned and trademarked by Trans-Texas.
	71. In exchange, Wanda produced tires under these certain brand names for Trans-Texas, which Trans-Texas then purchased from Wanda or permitted other parties to purchase from Wanda.
	72. Trans-Texas performed the 2011 Brand Authorization contract by allowing Wanda to produce tires using certain brand names owned and trademarked by Trans-Texas.
	73. Wanda has breached the 2011 Brand Authorization contract by offering for sale tires produced from molds designed to produce Trans-Texas brand tires to persons or entities other than Trans-Texas without Trans-Texas’s permission.
	74. Wanda’s breaches under the contract have caused injury to Trans-Texas. Trans-Texas is thus entitled to recover from Wanda its actual, general, and special damages, including the loss of use of the molds, the loss of value of the molds, lost profit...
	75. All conditions precedent to Trans-Texas’s entitlement to assert the above cause of action have occurred or have been satisfied, waived, or excused.


	VI.  COUNT TWO: Conversion
	76. Trans-Texas references and incorporates fully herein the allegations in the above paragraphs.
	77. Trans-Texas is the owner or has the right to immediately possess all 126 of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds identified above and in Exhibit E.
	78. Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds are personal property of Trans-Texas.
	79. Wanda has wrongfully exercised dominion and control over Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds by refusing to return them and retaining them in a manner inconsistent with Trans-Texas’s ownership rights, including the right to control the tires produced from it...
	80. Wanda’s use and possession of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds, even if acquired lawfully, ceased when Wanda began using the molds in manner inconsistent with Trans-Texas’s rights as lawful owner of the molds.
	81. Trans-Texas has demanded on multiple occasions orally and in writing that Wanda return Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds to Trans-Texas. Wanda has refused to return the molds to Trans-Texas without further conditions.
	82. Wanda’s unlawful conversion of Trans-Texas’s personal property has directly and proximately caused injury to Trans-Texas. Trans-Texas is thus entitled to recover from Wanda Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds or the value of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds, plus it...

	VII.  COUNT THREE: Injunctive Relief
	83. Trans-Texas references and incorporates fully herein the allegations in the above paragraphs.
	84. For the reasons stated in detail in a separately filed Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Trans-Texas seeks a preliminary injunction under well-established principles of equity and under Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code § 65.011 to prevent W...
	85. Trans-Texas seeks to enjoin Zhang and Li individually to prevent them from marketing or offering for sale in the United States any tires produced using Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds as representatives of Wanda or any other entity, as they have been kno...
	86. Trans-Texas also seeks to enjoin Wanda and its officers, agents, employees, contractors, and representatives from transferring, altering, damaging, destroying, or otherwise disposing of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds in its possession in China until fin...

	VIII.  Attorneys’ Fees
	87. It has been necessary for Trans-Texas to retain the law firm of Strasburger & Price, L.L.P. in connection with this lawsuit.  Trans-Texas has agreed to pay Strasburger & Price, L.L.P. a reasonable sum for attorneys’ fees incurred in representing T...
	88. All conditions precedent to Trans-Texas’s recovery of attorneys’ fees have been performed or have occurred, or will be performed or will occur.

	IX.  Jury Demand
	89. Trans-Texas demands a trial by jury.

	X.  PRAYER
	1. Judgment against Wanda either:
	a. compelling Wanda to turn over to Trans-Texas its 126 Tire Molds identified in Exhibit E, plus Trans-Texas’s actual, general, and specific damages, including loss of use of the molds, lost value of the molds plus prejudgment interest, lost profits o...
	b. for the value of Trans-Texas’s Tire Molds converted by Wanda, plus Trans-Texas’s actual, general, and specific damages, including loss of use of the molds, lost value of the molds plus prejudgment interest, and lost profits on tires produced from t...
	2. Judgment against Wanda for its breaches of the 2008 Agreement and 2011 Brand Authorization and for Trans-Texas’s actual, general, and special damages, including the loss of use of the molds, the loss of value of the molds, lost profits, loss of bus...
	3. Pre- and post-judgment interest as provided by law;
	4. Temporary Injunctive relief against Wanda and its officers, agents, employees, representatives, and any acting in concert with it, and against Zhang and Li, individually, to prohibit Defendants from (1) marketing, offering for sale, or importing in...
	5. Such other and further relief, at law and in equity, to which Trans-Texas may show itself to be justly entitled.
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